BUGGY RENTAL
WARNING
REPAIRS:
All repairs due to malfunction of the buggy are at the owner's expense with on-site
assistance.
All accidents and violations caused by buggy tenants are the responsibility of the
tenant.
PERIMETER:
The tenant will remain in the 15 km of Parajuru to benefit from on-site assistance in
the event of malfunction of the buggy.
It is not advisable for it to venture further. The owner declines any responsibility.
If you really wanted to get out of the perimeter, there are Military Police checkpoints
which pass anything. These buggies are not able to be controlled without incidents
and risks being arrested, you would end up walking with the charge to go and get the
buggy then in Fortaleza.
CONDUCT:
We recall that a buggy is not made for long distances and is subject to frequent
breakdowns. In addition, it is quickly chasm if manhandled.
We ask that you take care of your buggy, gently rolling and sitting properly in the
back on the road, no rally, jump, zigzag on the sand or elsewhere ... It is unfortunate
annually several dead or wounded by inconsistencies buggy tourists.



The beaches are closed to buggy driver with no license. You can drop off your
equipment quickly but you have to park your buggy away. This could be, in fact,
arrested by the military police.

MAINTENANCE:
Regularly check the fuel level, the gauges are not always reliable. Roll the lights (this
is mandatory in Brazil) and verify that they are then closed when out of the buggy to
avoid falling out of power.
OBLIGATIONS:
belts mandatory on road but not in the village.
A photocopy of your driver's license and passport is sufficient in the village of
Control. Road (outside the village) if you stay well within the scope recommended
too.
Warning radar on road are present. All violations of the road will be your
responsibility.
RESPONSIBILITIES:
Castelo Vendom disclaims all responsibility, buggy hire are the sole responsibility of
the final tenant.

Thank you for printing this document and sign and date indicating your name if you
are more users.

